Stage 4 SO-CAL Hiboy Roadster:

SO-CAL Speed Shop is now offering a Stage 4 hiboy roadster package that takes all the tedious foundation work out of your next hot rod project. The package includes:

- A rolling SO-CAL Step-Boxed™ pinched-nose buggy spring frame.
- As forged, 4" dropped I-beam axle and polished S/S front end.
- Vega cross-steering.
- SO-CAL Hot Rod Front Brakes.
- 9" Currie rear end, complete new drum brakes, buggy sprung suspension with ladder bars.
- A factory built steel Brookville body.
- The body is fit and shimmmed to the frame.
- The steel firewall is recessed and fit to a Small Block Chevy or Ford.
- The doors are hung, fit and gapped as is the deck lid.
- Custom made marine plywood front floor boards and the rear floor is modified to clear the 9" rear end.
- The body has been re-enforced with a tubular x-member behind the seat and has a custom made quarter panel turnbuckle system for added strength to the sides of the body.

Other features:
- SO-CAL Speed Shop windshield.
- SO-CAL Hot Rod Wheels including knock-offs, polished and fit with Firestone tires. (Or the wheel and tire combo of your choice.)
- Brake lines and fuel lines installed.
- Custom Glide seat brackets and seat belt mounts.
- Dash insert features 6 gauge package, Mullins hot rod alloy column and reinforced mount and 4 spoke wheel.
- Fuel tank.
- Grille shell.
#001-63006 Stage 4 Hiboy: $40,000.00 ea.

SO-CAL body and frame package: Knowing how difficult it is to align all the components of a '32 body, SO-CAL has come to the rescue with this pre-assembled body and frame package (shown above). The package consists of a SO-CAL Step-Boxed™ '32 frame, either pinched-nose hiboy, stock-width hiboy or stock-width full fendered, the firewall and a fully assembled Brookville steel Roadster body as shown. The fitting and shimming of these assemblies takes an experienced body man a week—four guys are typically needed just to lift the body—so we have taken a lot of the difficult work out of the operation.
#001-63000 SO-CAL Body and frame package: $17,500.00 ea.

Body to Frame Webbing: SO-CAL now offers frame webbing with pressure sensitive adhesive on the back. This “peel-n-stick” product can be used between body blocks, splash aprons or any place that body parts come in contact with the frame. It is offered in 20-foot rolls measuring 1 1/2" wide x 1/8" thick and 2" wide x 1/8" thick. 
(A) #011-B-5000-AS 1 1/2" wide x 1/8" x 20' roll: $22.50 ea.
(B) #011-B-5000-BS 2" wide x 1/8" x 20' roll: $24.00 ea.